Due to expanding travel restrictions associated with COVID-19, EIS Summit XI has been postponed until summer, 2021.

Securing the Meta-Grid

**Coordinated Black Sky Resilience:**
Assessing Progress; Considering (Essential) Next Steps

Today’s communities are sustained by unprecedented technology, and by the all-sector hyper-connectivity it has enabled:

By the “meta-grid,” which has transformed our world.

However, this new reality is not yet matched by the coordinated all-sector resilience essential for our communities to survive a complex catastrophe.

**Summer 2021**

**Session One**

**London, England**

Where are we now?
What is the path ahead?
Black Sky Hazard & Protection Update • Critical Gaps • Ambitious Opportunities for Sector-by-Sector and Coordinated Progress

**Summer 2021**

**Session Two**

**Tel Aviv, Israel**

Hands-on implementation:
Cyber (Coordinated as part of Cyber Week) • EMP • Black Sky-Class Emergency Comm (IEC’s Nationwide BSX/BNET Test)

The EIS Summit Series – The primary international framework bringing together senior government, corporate, utility and NGO leaders to plan coordinated resilience to address severe infrastructure disruption.

For more information, write to coordinator@eissummit.com